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Stacey Joy Netzel, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 203 x 127 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.WELCOME TO REDEMPTION .a small town in
Northeast Wisconsin where second chances don t always come easy, but if you re willing to try,
anything is possible. Grounds for Change, Book 4 Charlie Russell lived with a secret for fourteen
years, but now guilt has pushed him to the breaking point. He meets psychologist Dana McClain
and feels an instant connection that has nothing to do with his Great Dane, Sugar, spilling coffee
down her shirt. Dana switched to counseling animals because she has a history of becoming too
emotionally involved with her clients. She figures she s safe helping Charlie with Sugar s issues,
until he reveals his secret and asks for her help. She tries to convince herself it s all about the dog,
not the guy, but history has a way of repeating itself. With their easy, breezy style and skilled
characterizations, Rogers and Netzel have created a town that readers won t want to leave.
Romantic Times Book Reviews EXCERPT: Allie lapsed into silence, and Dana sat back to watch the
dogs...
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This ebook is wonderful. I could comprehended every thing out of this created e ebook. I am just effortlessly can get a satisfaction of reading a created pdf.
-- Federico Nolan-- Federico Nolan

This ebook could be worthy of a read through, and far better than other. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I realized this
publication from my dad and i advised this publication to learn.
-- Stefan Von-- Stefan Von
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